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Approximately 65% of men 
who purchase sex with female 
children in Atlanta live in 
suburban areas outside the 
I-285 perimeter. 

Since 2009, youth from more 
than 91% of Georgia counties 
have been referred through 
the state’s help line.

In Georgia, the average age 
of a girl first sold into sex 
trafficking is 14 years old.

13,000 men in Georgia pay for 
sex with a minor, each month.

Did you 
know?
The Christmas season is 
a time of warmth and 
celebration. But for the 
thousands of individuals 
affected by domestic sex-
trafficking in metro Atlanta, 
the idea of a safe and 
hopeful holiday could not 
be further from reality.

About Wellspring Living
The Georgia Festival of Trees is committed 
to seeing an end to sex trafficking in our 
community. Your partnership helps restore 
the lives of sex trafficking survivors being 
cared for by GA-based Wellspring Living.  

Founded in 2001, Wellspring Living is a non-
profit organization in Atlanta, GA devoted 
to safeguarding and empowering domestic 
sex trafficking victims and those at risk.



Holiday magic
happens here!
community fun for all

The Georgia Festival of Trees is a 
five-day holiday event guaranteed to 
be a family favorite for years to come. 

This special experience is fun for all 
ages and includes a beautiful forest of 

dazzling holiday trees, unique gift shops, 
local treat vendors, and much more!

Strengthening the community through
charitable engagement and holiday spirit

The mission
Strengthening the community through charitable engagement and holiday spirit.

Opportunity
This multi-year event will 
serve tens of thousands in the 
Atlanta community providing 
families with a festival full of 
wonder and fun. 

Your service or brand can 
be associated with Georgia’s 
largest holiday event, be 
showcased to all those who 
attend and be responsible 
for high-level impact in the 
Georgia communities. 

The possibilities the Georgia 
Festival of Trees will bring 
are endless. 
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